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I
THE EP'FECTS OF KRAFT MILL WASTE

EFFLUENTS ON KIN( AND SILVEF SALMON

INTRODUCTION

The following is an account of the studies made on
the effects of graft mill waste effluents on king salmon,
Onoorhynchus tsohawytsoha (walbaum)(P'igure 2) and silver

salmon, OncSrhynohue ktsutph ('albaum) (Figure 1) at

Oregon State Col1ege in l91.t9. The importance of such

an investt[ation as this becomes apparent upon consider-
ation of the tremendous economic anc recreational signifi-
cance of Pacific salmon in this area. Due to the fact that

Q

salmon are anadranious, the presence of industrial wastes in
rivers can constitute a barrier to either the adult fish oa
their spawning runs from the ocean, or to the young which
are drifting back to sea. The immediate purpose of these

experiments was to determine the critical and minimum

lethal concentrations of the chemical substances involved

on salmon. By critical concentration is meant the maximum

concentration of a toxic substance that can be present in
the water without injuring or killing any of the test
organisms. The minimum lethal concentration is defined as
the minimum concentration of a toxic substance in water

that will destroy all of the test animals. Zn both cases,

the concentrations are exproised as parts per million
(p.p.m.). Throughout the investigations only the ohemi-

eafly pure forms of toxic substances known to occur in

raft mill wastes were employed. Current work is being



Fi-ure 2. Kin sa1rion, 0. tschawytscha (walbaurn)



performed on king salmon using the waste products of the

paper mills in the form in which it is discharged into
streams.

The test animals, king and silver salmon were obtain-
ed in the wild form from pot-holes and streams. Pot-holes
are depressions along river systems which become tilled
with water during flood stage (Figure 3). As flood waters
subaide, the pot-holes are disconnected from the river,
thereby entrapping any remainIng fish. Several attempts
were made to employ hatchery fish as test specimens but
were found to be unsatisfactory.

The experiments were performed at a laboratory boat-
ed on the South Farm of Oregon State College (Figures }4 &
5), during the summer, fall and early winter of i9I1.9.

Procedures for cnducting the toxicity teats were adapted
from suggestions made by Dr. Willis Van Horn, Research
Associate of the Institute of Paper Chemistry, and the
methods as outlined by (Hart, Doudoroff and Greenbank,
l91.5) using warm-water game fishes. No effort was made to
evaluate toxiolty with respect to cncentration and time,
(ersdortf, 1935).

The graphic illustrations that appear in this thesis

are not intended to prove any definite point in the
studies but rather to present graphically the relative
effects of some of the toxic substances tested on king and
silver salmon.



Figure 3. A POtThr1e along the Willmette river.
Three_hundrefiflgerllflg king salmon were taken
from this source, which became completely dry a
few days later.



SOU!WE OF TEST FISH 5

Since the problem of pollution involves principally

the wild forms of fish and to a much lesser degree, hatoh

ery reared fish, the investigations to determine the ef

feota of Kratt mill wastes on king and silver salmon were

enoerned mainly with the wild forms. In the course of

events, it became expedient to resort to hatchery fish on

several ooasions. During the month of August, l91, the

supply of wild king salmon came t a temporary end. A

local State hatchery provided a hundred small sized king

salmon for continuing the work during the interim. To

insure safe keeping, a sufficient amount of hatchery water

was transported to the laboratory in which the fish were

to be held. Overnight 50 percent of the fish died, and

within 72 hours after leaving the hatchery only three or

four fish were still alive. The hatchery reared fish

apeared to be considerably smaller than te wild forms

previusly used. From a study of the scales of both types

of salmon it was definitely established that both fish

were of the same age class. Yet the hatchery reared fish

measured an average of 7 centimeters in total length and

grams in weight, compared to 11.5 centimeters in total

length and 13 grams in weight for the wild forms. The

hatchery fish appeared extremely weak in their movements,

and in proportion to the rest of the body their heads

seemed large.



Figure Ii. Section of the laboratcry in which
chemical solutions were prepared and standardized.
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Figure 5. A view of the laboratory showing the
type of tank used. for water baths. Note the 19
liter glass jugs immersed in a water bath in the
right foreground.



Collecting and Holding of Test Animals

Considerable difficulty in collecting and holding of
test fish was encountered during the initia'. period of the
project. Repeated efforts tnvartebly resulted in a very
high degree of mortality. The problem presented a three-
fold aspect; proper collecting technique, transportation
and hold.ina: at the laboratory. By careful analysis and
continued improvements of rneth.-'ds employed, satisfactory

results wer eventually realized.
The collecting ecuprnent included one-quarter inch

resh s'inee of varying length. The seine most frecuently
used was 50 feet lon and. 5 feet wIde. Glass jugs of 19
liter capacity with metal caps excellently served the pu
pose of carrying fish from the point of capture to the
laboratory. Jugs of this size could be handled quite
easily, and were often carried as far as a half-mile to
the truok (Figure 7). The number of fish placed in each
jug varied with the size of the fish, the temperature of
the water a'd the distance to be transported. King

salmon for example, were obtained from within a 15 rile
radius of the laboratory, hence the time factor in trans-
porting was negligible, and 15 fish averaging 12 centi-
meters in total length were held in each jug very suocese-
fully even though the temperature of the water reached
19° C. at times. All of the glans jugs used both in
collecting and in testing were covered with burlap sacke



FIgure 6. King salmon of the same year class taken
from two dIfferent smirces, showing vari-
ation in s17e.
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(Figure 7). This practIce wes follwect as a precautionary

mesure to prevent any unnecessary excitement of the fish

during transport from its native habitat to the laboratory.

efore actual scining operations began, a suitable

landing site would be ohoen. To he a suitable landing

site, the bank sh'uld slope gradually and evenly, and.

should have a fairly smooth bottom in order to prevent the

bottom of the seine from tiping u end perm5.tttnç some of

the fish to escape (Figure ). Having selected. the land

ing site, the next step was to flU. the jugs with cool

water reasnably free of algae or other suspended materials.

It is believed thet considerable injury to the gIll mem

branes of the fish were incurred due to the presence of

any excessive amount of algee in the water while transport

ir.g to the laboratory. The specific seining technique

would., of course, depend on the species or type of fish

desired and the nature of the water in which they were

found (Figure 9). tng salmon, for example, found. in pot

holes along the Willamette river were present in large

numbers in a fairly c-ncentrated area and could be readily

obtained by wading out to some oint where the water was

cool and then seining to'ards the shore. Upon reaching

the landing site, the seine would he brought out f the

water at either end, leaving only a center pocket in the

water1 The fish would be concentrated here and were

quickly transferred to the jugs by means of a small dip

net. Prompt and efficient handling of the test specimens
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FIgure 7. Test fish were carried in these 19 lIter
cylindrical glass jus from the point of capture to
the laboratory.



3.2

plus a rapid journey to the laboratory would insure a

high degree of fish survival.

Silver salmon were all obtained from Horn Creek, a

trIbutary of the Nestuoca river aproxtmately 75 mils

from the laboratory. Although the silver salmon tended to

be dispersed along the creek, they were found to occur in

greater numbers in the larger pools. Whenever possible,

a pool would be seined against the current towards the

landing site. In situatIons where suitable landing sites

were not available, various landing techniques were im-

provised to best meet the existing cndit1ons. Although

the success ratio was not as high as for king salmon, 50

sliver salmon were averaged per hour of seining effort.

The practice was to work up stream from the truck,, and

placing 15 fish averaging U5 centimeters in total length

In each jug. As each jug was filled with its compliment

of fish it was left behind, Immersed in shallow water in

order to keep the water temperature down in the container.

when a desIgnated 'uota of fish was obtained, the jugs

were quickly carried back to the truck, where a final ex-

change of water was made to replenish the dissolved oxygen

supply. Although the distance to the laboratory was 75

miles, no further changes in water were made enroute. This

was possible because the work with silver salmon took

place In the fail at the year when temperatures were eon-

siderably cooler.
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___
Figure . A gracua11y sloped bank that provides
an excellent landing-site for quick and efficient
transfer of captured feh to a transporting jug.
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Wild king salmon were obtained during the oeriod of

June to September from the many pot-holes found along the

WilIamette river. Hahn's Pond, situated about eight miles

south of Corvallis, Ore;on, was the closest source and

yielded approximately a thousand fish for use at the lab-

oratory before it eventually dried up. The most distant

point from which king salmon were taken was at Irish Fiend,

about fifteen miles south of Corvallis. The number of

young migrant king salmon lost annually in pot-holes during

flood stages of the Willamette river must reach tremendous

figures. It was noted that salmon obtained from different

pot-holes, differed in size, color and susceptibility to

some of the toxic substances tested throughout the experi-

ments (Figure 6). In a few pot-holes, the fish were eome-

what stunted in size due presumably to overpopulation and

food scarcity, in other ponds, salmon would be found in

fewer numbers but unusually larger in size. The physico-

chemical environment in which fIsh live might exert a

profound influence on the ability of fish to resist certain

toxic substances to which they were later subjected.

All of the silver salmon used in the toxicity tests

were from Horn Creek, a tributary of the Nestuoca River,

approximately 75 miles north of Corvallis. The young

silver salmon were found most abundantly in pools about

one mile up the creek from its mouth.
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a stream would insure a greater success ratio in
the capture of silver salmon.



At the laboratory the fish were quickly transferred
to a large coffee urn of approximetely 250 gallon capacity
(fl.gure 10).. These coffee urns were constructed of a
stainless variety of steel, a conmaratively unreactive
metal. They were purchased as government surplus property,

and. as holding tanks for fish proved to be very satisfact-
ory. As many as 150 fIsh averaging 12 centimeters in
total length were held successfully in each urn for indefi-
nite periods of time provided that the water was aerated

ocoas tonally

The fish at the laboratory wer kept in ordinary city
-water, which by chemIcal analysts was found to be very

similar to the natIve waters from which both the king and
silver salmon were taken. The chemical analysIs referred

to above was a cursory one, including the hydrogen-ion

concentration (pH), dissolved oxygen, acidity and alkalin-

ity. The ultimate criterion for the suItability of the
city water for holding test animals at the laboratory was
the ability of the fish to survive indefinitely in good.
shape. ?tsh were fed once daily during the holding period,
and food c'nsisted of freshly ground crayfish or beef
liver. Aouatic insects were also fed whenever avetlable.
Care was taken to see that the fish were adecuntely fed,
for failure to do so would invariably result in fish nip-
ping each others fins, in some instances causing serious
injury. The silver salmon were especially pugnaci'us and

would frequently harass one another. It may be as a
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Figure 10. Holding tanks. King and silver salmon
were held In these coffee urns prior to testing.



point of interest that aithugh both species of salmon

wore of wild origin, they readily became tame and would

eagerly await their food at regular feeding pericds, even

nipping the fingers of the person providing them with the

food. *

During the summer months the residual chlorine content

of the city water was practically nil, and the water in

the holding tanks could safely be changed once daily.

Later in the fail and early winter the chlorine content in

the water increased, necessitating continued aeration of

the water untIl such a time that fish could be safely in-

troduced, hence the water was not changed as often.

Both king and silver salmon exhibited a great deal of

tolerance to their own metabolic wastes. Two king salmon

12 centimeters long were kept 5 days in 15 liters of tap

water In a 19 liter glass jug, before they finally suc

cumbed. Throughout the entire period the water remained

unchanged, no aeration other than atmospheric exchange took

place, and the fiah were not fed. Starvation undoubtedly

caused the death of the fish. Former students held. silver

salmon under somewhat similar conditions for approximately

35 days. The only other factor connected with the holding

of salmon that reouired 0) netant care was the temperature

of the water In the holding tank8 during the summer months.

When the temperature reached 20* 0. the king salmon would

begin to show distress; a determination of dissolved

oxygen indicated a paucity of this substance, being as low



i9
as 3. p.w. on several occasions. It is thought that

due to th crowded. conditions in the holding tanks the

temperature of the water was a liiriiting factor as far as

the dissolved nx;crgen supply was concerned. During the

colder part of the winter the temperature of the water

would dron to 3° C. without any apparent ill effects on

the fish.



'vATR SUPPLY

The laboratr'ry where the bloassays with salmon were

erforined had as its suroe of supply, Corvallis City

water. A number of analyses made, indicated the suitabili-

ty of this water for testing purposes. The resIdual chlor-

ine content of the water as determined by the ortho-tolt-

dene oolorimetrio method was found to be lees than 0.1

p.p.m. The alkalinity of the water expressed as methyl

orange alkalinity in parts per million calcium carbonate

ranged from 30 to 65. Total acidity as parts per million

oalolum carbonate using phenolphtaleIn indicator was less

than 1. The carbon dioxide tension of the water was sat-

isfactory for supporting fish fauna as determined by dif-

ferences in the pH values of aerated and non-aerated

aamples according to (Hart, Doudoroff and creenbank, 191.5).

The dissolved. oxygen content of the water varied with

temperature and season, ranging from 9 p.p.m. In summer

months t 12 p.p.m. in the winter.

The acidity, alkalinity and dissolved oxygen were de-

termined as indicated by the American Public Health Associ-

ation and the American Water Works Association (19l6). The

pH of the city water was found to be approximately 7.5

during the sumner and early fall and 7.0 In the late fall

and early winter. The presence of nitrites, sulfites and

other substances present In water were evaluated only to

the extent that they Influenced the dissolved oxygen



calculations.
The ultimate criterion for the suitability of the

water for test purposes was the ability of the salmon to
survive in excellent condition for indefinite periods of

time.

Test Solutions

AU of the test solutions were prepared from pure

grade chemicals and distilled, water, and were made up as

normal solutions or fractions thereof. Since only an

ordinary torsion balance was used in weighing out chemical

substances, the prepared soluti7rls were all standardized

with suitable reagents and indicators. The normality of

any chemical solution could readily be determined by the

following formula:

Volume ]. Normalit3 2
ume Normal ityT

The calculations of the concentrations ( as p.p.m.) to

be used in any given test were based upon the normality of
a given substance, since a part per million is defined as
one milligram of solute per liter of solution. Thus a 0.2
N solution of sodium hydroxide would contain grams or

000 milligrams per literof solution, or 0OO p.pm. The

formula f or diluting a solutin of a given normality to a
given c-'ncentration expressed as p.p.m. would be as follows:

p.p.m. of stock solutIon o.c. of teat solution desired
p.p.m. desiréd cc of atoCk solution
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Standardization of basic substances such as s'd.ium

hydroxide and sodium carbonate were msde by titrating a-

gainet a 0.2 N solution of sulfuric acId using methyl

orange as an indicator. Sodium sulfate was nt standard-

ized but was accurately weighed and prepared. Sodium thio-

sulfate was standardized against potassium btohromate as

described by (Yillard and Furman, 1914-0). Sodium sulfide,

sodium sulfhydrate, hydrogen sulfide and methyl meroaptan

were standardized against 0.1 N silver nitrate potentlo-

metrically in a basic media using blue point and silver-

silver sulfide electrodes, (Van Horn et al, i9t6).

Chemical Determinations Made on Test Solutions

eterminations of the solutions employed in biologi-

cal assays included; the dissolved oxygen content, pH

values, alkalinity and. temperature. The gaseous oxygen

content of water was calculated aocors9ing to the Winkler

method as outlined by the American Public Health Associ-

ation and, the American Water Works Association (l9LL6).

Tests were made to evaluate the presence of nitrites and

sulfites in the water to the extent of interferring with

the dissolved oxygen readings as directed by (Ellis et a].,

1911.6), and were found to be no import. The hydrogen-ton

concentrations (pH) were obtained by t,tie use of a LaMotte

Colorl.meter. The total acidity of the solutions were gen-

erally o small as to bo of no great significance and

hence were disregarded. The methyl orange alkalinity was
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expressed as calcium carbonate (p. p rn.) and was determined

as indicated before.



LABORAT"RY T:CHNI0UES

Water Baths and Aquaria

Several metal tanks of various sizer served as water

baths for maintaining a constant temperature in the aqua

Ia. The depth of water In these tanks was adjusted to the

depth of water within the aquaria. Regulation of the temp

erature in the summer m-nths was accomplished by keeping a

constant flow of tap water thr'ugh the tanks. As Indicated

by a maximum, minimum thermometer a temperature varianoe

of + 20 C., existed over a 24 hour period. During colder

weather the problem of maintaining c-nstant temterature

became more difficult. Lacking adequate heat regulating
devices, an attempt was made to control the water bath at

a warmer temperature than that existing atmospherically by

means of several heating elements of varying wattage. The

best control for a netancy of temperature that could be

obtained under these circumstances was a ± 3° 0., variance

over a 24 hour period.

During the early stages of the tests, rectangular

aquaria wre used of the 20 liter type. However, these

aquaria were proved unsatisfactory due to their fundamental

construction. Pressure from the water in the tanks would

offset the pressure normally exerted by the water within

the aquaria, and the glass sections of the aquaria would

become looe enabling chemicals to diffuse outiard into the

water bathe.
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Cylindrical glass jugs of 19 liter capacIty were

f'und to be far more ttsfaotory (Figure 7). The number

of fish capable of being held in a jug of thin size varied,

f course, with the size of the fish. This point will be

discussed in a leter section. The mouths of the jugs were

sufficiently wide to permit their washing out and cleaning

after each test. Some other advantages of the cylindrical

jus are to be found in their cheaper cost, greater ease

in handling and lees liability of injury to the fish. Co

tam of the toxic substances employed in the studies pos

sessed such irritating qualities as to cause the fish to

dart and dash wildly. In rectangtlar aquaria the fish

would dash against the sides producing injury which often

proved fatal. In the cylindrical jugs the fish would

merely swim in circles. Often the test fish would survive

the irritating effects of the toxic substances to which

they were subjected provided that they were prevented from

injuring thevslves during the interim. A prvirus1y men

tioned all of the jugs were covered with burlap sacks.

Tem. erature

Temperature has a pronounced effect, not only on chem

ical reactions but also on the metabolism of fish. In ord

er to remove as many of the variables as possible, an

attempt was made to keep the temperature at which the

toxicity tests were run constant. The assays with king

salmn durin the summer months were conducted at 17,5° 0.



2 c., ii it t1V erinion durth;: the Thu and

er1y winter the temperature aver:e wae 1% C. 3°c.

That tenerrture tfi.ence the r:teat wi& to,to ub

etaeec affect fh cuite definite, but ju*t het

effect, if nny, temperature )i on the a1ttate lethal

ttn i ae yt nt too d9ntte. ?o aiIe9

at 15 C.,a concentration of 30 p.p.ni. odtui eulftde

proved 100 percent lethal to all silver sniron teetec with,

in 2 hor, but at 6° 0., In the ase eoncentrton o?

sodium ulft ?!e 50 neront rta1 ity ou1 d occur wttin

hours and &) percent wirtality after two w'ee}ze. This

last ru1t would indicate that lor te ereture not

only effect the retee at tci toxto eubetrn cee kill. ftsh,

but that the u1tjiate th&. entratt,n rar be lvered.

The effects of tewj>erature cr ee, on fi b in the absence

f t utants te stRniftent in itei.f. It te kni'.m that

sudden c1onee in te :erature cn sert'uely injure ftah.

In one tneident a caetal cutthroat trut, k

olart (It arde'n), apparertly in excelent ndttton

wa renved from eater t a tenerature of 1.5° 0., and

accidentally roed into a water bath htch was 17 C

4thin five nioute the fisb e tbtt great distress and

was otckly rp1aced to the wter fr wItch it was taken

wlere it succuibed. a few hurs later.



Acclimatizing Fish for Test Purposes 27

Since tap water was used both in the holding tanks

and. in the test jugs, little trouble was enc-untered in

transferring fish from the one source to the other. Mov

ing the fish however from the spacious areas of a holding

tank to the more confined spaces of a 19 liter glass jug

caused them to become womewhat excited ad sufficient

time was permitted them to become acclimated before inno

oulatin the test water with toxic chemicals. Usually

several hours sufficed for this purpose. flurinç-: the warm

er months the temperature of the water in the holding

tanks coincided closely to the temperature of the water

baths in whIch the aquaria were held.. hwever, during the

colder periods it was necessary to acclimate the fish by

gradually increasIng the temperature. This was accomp1ish-

ed by mixing the bath water with colder water thus lowering

the temperature of the bath. The fish were then placed in

jugs having water the same temperature as the water in th

holding tanks. The test jugs and the bath water were then

gradually heated to the desired temperature. The entire

process took place over a period of 2 hours during which

time the temperature increase ranged from 9 to 12* C.

Several trials were made to determine the effects of

introducing toxic chemicals at different times Into the

test jugs, but since no significant difference was found,

chemicals were usually introduced several hours after the



tests were set up. Fish selected for test purposes were

not fed 2 hours nrior to testing.

Selection of Fish for Test Purposes

Fish were selected for uniformity of size, age and

place of origin or source, whenever possible. The size

limits of king salmon used throughout the tests ranged

from 9 to 12 centimeters in total length and 9 to 114. grams

in weight. The sliver salmon averaged slightly smaller

than the king salmon ranging in total length from 7.5 to

11 centimeters and 7 to 12.5 granis in weight. A number of

experiments were made to ascertain the reactions of king

salmon differing in size to given concentrations of pollu-

tants. Results indicated that a size differential with a

species of the same age class does not exist within limits.

The smallest fish employed in the above tests measured

centimeters, in length while the largest reached a length

of 15 centimeters. However, current work with coastal cut-

throat trout suggests a definite size differential to toxic

materi&s. This later size difference may be due to dif-

ference in age classes. Age factor in king and silver

salmon may exert considerable influence on the effects

which some of the pollutants have on these fish. Due to

oart of their life being spent in the ocean they must pos-

sess some sort of salt conmensating mechanism which would

enable them to survIve in high salt concentrations. Ac-

cording to (Keys, 1932), salmon, Slmo salar, possess cells



of a secretory type in the gills which he has termed as
chioride secreting cells". On the basis of one speimen

he found these chlorIde secreting cells to be nonfunction
al in the young of salmon. However, the findings in this
series of experiments would seem to Indicate that the salt
regulating devices d.o develop in the young of salmon and

at varying rates within an age class. sodium sulfate and
sodium thiosulfate produced such varied effects on king
and silver salmon both inter and. intraspecifically that
such a contention seems rrobable. The identification and
the exact function of this salt regulating Liechanisrn for
the ;resent remains problematical, but that its rate of
development varies within the groups ientioned above may
be postulated by studying Tables 1 to . It will be noted
for oxaipie, that the minimum lethal concentration of so
dium thiosulfate for king salmon is 75.0 p.p.rn., while for
silver salmon it is 15,000 p.p.m. Likewise the range be-
tween the minimum lethal and the critical concentrations
of sodium thioulfate or silver salmon is tremendous.

tsh taken from different sources were found to react
to a given pollutant in varying degrees. Thie was especi
ally apparent in the king salmon which were obtained from
more numerous sources than were the silver salmon. King
salmon taken from one pothole all succumbed in a sodium
hydroxide solution of 10.0 p.p.m. concentration, while
others taken from another potho1e required a 50.0 p.p.m.
concentration of sodium hydroxide to effect a 100 percent



Table 1. - The offeote of eodium sulfte on king ealmon, toAt oarried. out in 10 liters
of solution at 17° C.

Total alkalinity
Dissolved oxygen s p.p.m.

Concentration Number of Mortality in in pH CaCoi
tnJD.p.m. teflsh )20houra Start Start E art nd

20,000 6 100 .7 5.0 7.5 7.1 70
15,000 7 100 .5 5.0 7.5 7.3 70 7512,500 2 100 9.0 5.2 7.5 7.3 70

6o11,000 10 20 10.0 5.6 7.5 7.510,000 10 100 6. 6.0 7.5 7. 70 75
0 9.3 .6 7.5 7. 70

750 16 0 g05 6.0 y. 7. 60 75500 10 10 9.0 6.o 7.' 6o 6
75 0 4,6 5.1 7.3 75300 6 0 9.2 7.2

200 6 0 9.0 7.2 Go
100 0 .6 7.3 55
75 0 9.0 7.3 55

k!j



Table 2 - The effects of sodium sulfate on silver salmon, tests conducted in 11 liters
of oiUttofl at 16* 0.

Dissolved oxygen Total alkalinity
Concentration Number of Mortality in in p.p.m. pH as p.p.m. CaCOz
tn p.p.. test fish 120 hure Start Ind start nd start nd

20,000
17,500
16,500 12

15,000
13,500 10
12,500 6

10,000 10
L.

100
100
100

20
66
0
0

U 0
11.2
ILO
io.6
10. 4.

11.0

6.L. 7.)L
6.o 7.5
6.6 7.5

7.6
7.6
7.5

6.2 7.5
7.6

7,5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.
7.

50
50

45
50
55
50

50
55
55
50
50
50
55
Sc



Table 3. - The effects of odtum thiomilfate on kinR a1rnon, tests conducted in 10
1iter of o1ution at l° C.

Dissolved oxygen Total aikaltnitj
Concentration Number of ortaltty in in p.p.m. pH a p.p.m. CaCO3
in pp.ni. test fish 120 houre Start !nd. Start End start nd.

200 100 9.0 7.5 7.2 80 70
125 100 9.2 7,L. 714 70 6o
75 18 95 6.3 7i. 68 70 6o
60 16 50 6.8 75 7.0 55 55
6o 12 10 7.2 7.3 7.0 65 60
30 0 7.0 7.3 7.0

\.pl



Table 14 - The effects o 5ium thioulfate on silver salnion, testc conducted in 11

liters of o1ution at 15° C

Dissolved oxygen Total alkalinity
Concentration Number of orta1ity tn in p.p.m. pH as p.p.ni. Cs003
in p r tent fiqh 120 hours start trt pd $tert nd

i6,000
15,000 10
13,500 10
12,500 S
10,000 6
5,000 6
2,500 14-

750 6
500 14-

300
250
175
150 2

135 6
120 6
100 14.

75 14.

50
30 5

100
100
so
50
50
50
25
0

100
0

50
0

100
33
53
25
25
0
0

11.4. 7.14.

10.2 7t
9.6 7.0

10.2 7.2
7.5

11.2
11.2
10.5 7,5
io6 7.3
11.0 7.
11.2 7.
11.6 7.14.

10.5 7.5
10.5 7.3
11.2 7.5
11.0 7.14.

10.5 7.3
11.0
12.0 7,2

7.5 35 35
7.5 35 35
7.2 35 35
7.3 30 35
7.3 30 35

35
4-0

30
35
30
30
30
35

7.14. L.0

7.1! 30
7.3 30

7.3 35
35

7.3 35 35



3k
kill. The lnt'erenoe from these reBults would appear to be

tiat fi3h livin under d.iffering physieo-chernicai condi

tions would have greater or lesser susceptibility to

sundry pollutants depending on the nature of their envi

roninent and the pollutant tested. ?ortunately the king

and silver salmon were frund in sufficient numbers so as

to be obtained from a minimum of s'urces.
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SCREENi'IG TESTS

Preliminary teats to determine the approxtmate mini-p

mum lethal and critical concentratina were undertaken as

a measure to conserve fIsh. With king salmon this pro

cedure involved a onsiderable amount of exploratory work

since data from similar investiattons on the effects of

chemically cure components of raft mill waste effluents

on king anc1 silver salmon were not to be found in available

literature. (Erickeen, 1911.0) and (Nightingale, l92) con-

ducted biological studios t ascertain the effects which

various dIlutI-ns of sulfite liouors had ofl king salmon,

but since the pollutants dIschsroed in the sulfite process

are not the same as those discharged In the sulfate (graft)

rocess either qualitatively or quantitatively, their re
sults could not be appli. ed. to the present investigation.

(Van Horn, et a?, 1911.6) includes a summary of the minimum

lethal concentrations of toxic substances found In T(raft

pulp mill waste liauors using local species of minnows as

test fish, which served, as an aproximate guide for the

studies on salmon. A oornporison of the effects of some of

the substances tested on the minnows of Van Horn and on

kIng and silver salmon is discussed in the conolustne,

The results found with kIng salmon served as an index

in etbaeuent work with silver salmon. The steps taken In

settirg up the screening tests were similar to th°se tren

In the fi.nal trials, with the excetion that fewer f1e.



3'were Only two fish we employed for eantrol pur

poses. Control fish and their significance together with

procedures in conducting toxtoty tests will be discussed

in a later section.



PRRITG P)XICITY TESTS 37

The purpose of making these biological assays was to

determine the minimum lethal and critical concentrations

of some of the toxic components known to be present in

raft mill wacte liquors on kin; and silver salmon.

The following chemicals found in ICraft mill wastes

were tested with salmon; hydrogen sulfide (Tables 5 and 6),

methyl inercaptan (Tables 7 and. ), eodium sulfide (Tables

9 and 10), sodium u1fhydrate (Tables 11 and 12), sodium

hydroxide (Tables 13 and lLi), sodium carbonate (Tables 15

and 16), sodium thiosulfate (Tables 3 and t), and sodium

sulfate (Tables I and 2). The minimum lethal concentra

tion is defined as the minimum amount of a toxic substance

present in the water which will kill 100 percent of the

test organtems. The critical concentration is the !naxi

mum amount of a toxic substance which may be present in

the water without injurinç or ktl1tn any of the test ox

ganisms. The concentrations are expressed in parts per

million (p.p.m.).

The duration for any given test was 120 hours. It is

thought that test organisms capable of survival for a

period of 120 hours would live indefinitely at thet parti

cular concentration of pollutant. Actually in most cases

a 72 hour test time was sufficient to give conclusive re
sults. Because some of the more volatile toxic substances

were so easily lost from a solution, a 24 hour test period



Table 5 (a). - The effects of hydrogen s.1fide on 1ing salmon, tests conducted In 10
liters o olutton at 15° 0.

Dissolved oxypen Total elkalinity
Concentration Number of torta1ity in jn n.prn. pH as p.p,m. 0a003
inn.o.'n. test fts 120 hours start End Sta"t End Start End

1.5 10 100 10. 9. 7.3 7.5 Go 60
1.0 12 100 10.2 10 7.1 7.. 55
.75 g 75 11.2 9. 7.5 7i 50 53

6 50 11.2 9.6 7.5 7.5 50 50



Table 5 (b). - The affects of hydrogen sulfide on kinc: salmon, tests cnducted in 1liter of o1ution at 15°C.

Dissolved xygen T'-'tal alkalinityConcentration Nurber of 'orta1ity in in p.p.rn. pH as p.p.m. CaC0in p,p.cn. test fish 120 houre Start Start }nd Start End -
2.0 10 100 .$ 7.1 71. 6c 631.0 10

14.

50 10.0 .0 7.5 5 550.5
0 10.0 .0 7.. 7.5 60 60



Table 6. - Th effects of hydrogen sulfide n i1vr alrri-n, teta conducted. in 10
literE of oluti-n at 7 to 9° 0.

Dissoived oxygen Total alkalinity

Cncentration Number of Mortality in in p.p.m. pH as p.p.m. CC07
in o.p.in. test; fish 120 hours Start Start Tnd Start nd

1.5 10 100 10.5 10.0 7.0 7.0 55 6o

1.25 2 100 11.0 11.0 7.1 7.2 55 57
1.0 20 0 11.0 10.5 7.0 7.]. 55 60

0.75 15 0 10.5 9.L 7.1 7.2 52



Table 7 (a). - The effects of methyl meroaptn on kin. simon, tests cnducted n 10liters of solution at 17.5°C.

Diseolved oxygen Total alkalinityConcentiation Number of Mort1ity in in p.p.m. pH as p.p.m. CaCO-zp.p.m. test fish 120 hours start End start 1nd start EM
2.5 6 lao 6. 7.0 7jj. 7.5 55 701.9 10 100 6.6 7.h 6o1.5 14 100 9.0 9.0 7.5 7.5 6 61.0 20 100 9.0 g.6 7.5 7.k 6o 600.75 12 3.3 9.0 £4.0 7.5 7.3 6 700.5 g 1 9.0 9.0 7.5 7.2 6o 6



Table 7 (h). - The effeote of methyl mercaptan on king ealmon, teets conducted in 1
liter of solution at 17.5C.

Diesolved o:zygen Total alkalinity
Concentration Number of orta1ity In in p.p.m. pH as p.p.rn. CaC0-
in p.p.in. test fish 120 hours Start End Start End Start nd

5.0 14. 100 7.0 7.5 50
2.5 100 7.0 7.5 60
1.0 10 10 g.O 7.11

0.5 11. 0 .2 7.5 63



Table . * The effects of methyl meroaptan on .3. er salmon, tte oonucted in 10
liters of solution at 7 to

Dissolved oxygen Total alkalinity
Concentration Number of Mortality in in p.p.m. a p.p.m. CaCO3
in test fish 120 hours Strt End start Tn Stsrt

2.0 100 10.5 10.1 7.14. 7.11W 55 6o
1.75 20 100 10.0 9.7 7.3 7.3 53
1.5 16 50 10.0 9. 7.5 7.5 6o 60
1.25 12 0 11.0 10.0 7.0 7.2 6o 6o
1.0 10 33 11.0 9.0 7.2 7.3 Eo 6o
0.75 10 0 1.O 9.0 7.0 7.2 55 6o



Table 9. - The effecte of edtum sulfiAe on kinr: nalrn-n, tests conducted. in 10 liters
of solution tt 17.C.

Dissolved oxygen Total ala1inityConcentration Number of Mortality in In p.p.rn. pH as p.p.rn. CaCO3in p.p.u. test fish 120 hours Start nd Start Find Start

50 6 100
3.5 12 100 .5 7.9 7.9 7.1 6o 703.0 10 0 .7 7.9 7.9 552.0 10
1.0 6 0



Table 10. - The effects of sodium sulfide on silver ealmon, tests conducted in 11
liters of solution at 16°c.

Dissolved oxygen Total alkalinity
Concentration Number of Mortality in in p.p.m. pH as p.p.tr. CaCO3
tn4.p.m. teat fish 120 hours start End. Start End Start End

5.0 6 100 10.5 7. 7.6 7.5 50 55
3.5 12 100 11.2 .0 7.6 7.5 50 50
3.0 16 100 ii.14. 6.2 7.7 7.6

I

14.0
2.75 12 75 12.0 .g 7.6 7.52.5 6 50 11.0 6.2 7.6 14.o 352.0 6 .6 7.6 7.14. 14

1.5
1.0 10

12
0

1.0.2
10.6

5.6
6.1

7.6
76

7.1!.

7,11.
5

t-

35
350.75 0 11.0 5. 7.5 7.3 14.0 35



ab1e 'Li. Th effeota f tuw, u1fhydrate n ktn 'Ln-,n, tt orrted ut in 10
tr& f iuttn ftt

Dt-ived y?en Thti tnity
Oonoentrattn Number cf L,rtdtty in tn p.p.in. p4 e3) tE t fi 1? h' t t Ert

i0O 6 lao 6.2 7.j5 60
.0 100

. 7.3 0
10 100 9.0 b.0 7.7 7.7 bO 6o

3.6 10 100 9.3 7.6 7. 6o 6o
3.3 16 100 .7 h.0 7.7 7. 60
3.0 10 50 L5 7.3 7.1t co 6o
2.0 6 10 .0 6.L 7.t 6o



Table 12. - The effects of sidium sulfhydrate on silver aairon, tests carried out in
10 liters of soluti-n at 16°c.

Dissolved oxygen
Concentration Number of Mortality in in p.p.m.
in p.p.m. test fish 120 hours Z3tart End

5.0 6 100 10.0 7.11.
3.5 12 100 10. 6.2
3.25 10 50 11.0 6.11.

3.0 6 17 112
2.0 6 0 11.0 5.6
1.0 6 17 11.11. 6.2
0.5 12 0 10.2 6.14.

pH
5tart End

7.6 7.5
7.5 7.5

7.
7.5
7.6 7.5
7.5 T.5
7.11. 7.5

Total alkalinity
as p.p.rn. CaCO3
Start 1nd.

50 55
50

50 55
1t5 i15

50
".5 40



Table 13. - The effects of sodium hydroxide on king salmon, tepts c-'nducted in 10
liters of s-1ution at 1i°C.

Diesolved, oxygen Total alkalinityConcentration Number of Mortality in in p.p.m. pH as p.p.m. CaC0in p.p m. test fish 120 hours Start End Stat End Start End

50.0 20 100 10. 9.2 10.5 9.5 130 130k2.o 15 9.0 10.5 .7 110 11535.0 10 20 10.2 9. 11525.0 6 0 9.0 9.0 9.5 7,5 90 1t020.0 0 9.2 9.3 7.5 0 120



Table 114. - The effects of sodium hydroxide on silver salmon, tests onduoted in 1].liters o:r solution at 16°c.

Dissolved oxygen Total 1kalinttyConeentratir'n Number of Mortality in in p..m. pH as p.p.rn. 0a003in p p m. test fish 120 hours Start Fnd Stert Fnd. start
75.0 100 11.5 .0 11.5 10.0 230 13050.0 100 11.5 .3 10.5 9.7 110 10035.0 6 100 12.0 .k 10.0 9.5 o30.0 g 100 io.6 9.725.0 100 10.6 9.0 9.3 9.0 6020.0 12 100 10.14 7.2 9.2 9.1 6o15.0 6 33 1l0 5.2 10.0 7.3 60 6o10.0 10 0 11.0 .6 7. 6o 6o



Table 15. The effects of sodium oarbonste on kinp salmon, tests carried out in 10
liters of soiuti'n at 17.°C.

Dissolved oxygen Total alkalinity
Concentration Nwnber of Mortality in In p.p.m. as p.p.m. CaCO3
In pp Tn test fish 120 hours Start nd Stqrt Fnd. start

90.0 100 9.0 9.6 i'm
75.0 100 9.0 9.3 120
6S.o 16 100 10.0 9.5 7.3 12 75
6o.o 10 20 9.0 9.3 100
25.0 0 9.0 .5 7.25
10.0 S 0 9.2 .O 7.1



Table 16. The effects of sodium carbonate on silver ealmon, tests conducted in 11
liters of solution at 1H*C.

Dissolved. oxygen Total alkalinity
Concentration Number of Mortality in In p p.m. pR as pp m. CaCO3
in p p.m. test fish 120 hours Start End Start End Start

100.0 6 100 11.0 9.11. 9.3 77 211.0 1140
5.0 6 100 11.0 9.0 10.0 9.1 115 115
5.0 100 11.2 6.li. 9. 9.0 120 110

10,11. 5.6 3.b .5 100 110
6o.o 6 100 10.2 5.2 9.3 7.7 160 130
50.0 7 11)1. 5.1 9.5 7.5 90 90
11.5.0 10 0 11 0 6.0 9.11 go go
40.0 0 11.2 56



proved to be adeuate in most of these cases.
52

After the preliminary surveys had established the a

proximate lethal and critical oncentrations, a more ex

tenstve study was made in order to btain m're accurate re

suits. A total of at least ten fish were considered neces-

sary to give ernclusive evidence for establishing the mini-

mum lethal and critical o'-ncentrations of a pollutant. The

entire lot of ten fish were nt necessarily run in any one

test, but were often conducted in consecutive tests in

grouts of three or four fish.

Control fish were subjected to exactly the same condi

tions as were the test animals with the exception that no

pollutant was added to the water. They were selected in

such a way as to represent a cross section of all of the

test specimens emDloyed esieoially in regardr to size and.

vigor. The number used in any test varied with the number

of test fish. Generally four control fish were used, rae

ly less. if more than one control fish succumbed during

the test, the entire experiment was discarded.



Betting up a Test 53

The 19 liter capacity test jugs were thoroughly wash

ad before and after each experiment to remove any trace of

compounds previously need. The test water was the;i added

at a quantity somewhat lees than ultimately d red. Thus,

for king salmon, after nine liters of water had been placed

into a jug., two fish were introduced. The calculated vo1

ume of toxic chemical was then made up to one liter of eol

ution and this placed into the jug, bringing the total o1-

ume to 10 liters. After the expertnent had been set up,

the pR value, the alkalinity as p.p.m. CaCO3, the dissolved

oxygen content and the temperature were asc.rtsi. ned and

recorded. To avoid possible contusion, ali of the test

jugs were tagged with the following information; species of

fish, the ohemto employed and the conoentratton. Routine

tests were made during the bioassay to determine any

changes In the pN value, dissolved oxygen content and the

temperature. Test fish that succumbed during the course of

an experiment were removed from the jugs Th order to pre

vent any decomposition products from affecting the remains.

ing specimens. Upon completion of a test, any fish still

surviving were plaoed into a separate holding tank where

an effort was made to restore their original vigor. These

fish were later released into nearby streams.



Volume of Test 5olutions

The volume of water used In the test solutions was

computed so as to assure an adecuacy of dissolved oxygen

for c'nsumtion by the test fish. By empirical methods it

was found that two fish averaging 10 centimeters in total

length and 12 grams in weight could be safely held in 10

liters of solution for an indeftnite period at 15° C.,

without aerating the water. The lowest concentration of

dissolved oxygen which will support a varied fauna of wa

water fishes in fresh water streams is 5.0 p.p.m. (alis,

1911.6). Therefore it would be reas"nable to expect that

certain fIshes of colder waters (trout and salmon) would

have a higher dissolved oxygen minimum under certain con

ditions than have many other fishes (Welch, 1935). A

standard of 5.0 p.p.m. dissolved oxygen was adopted for the

toxicity tests, although the content would ocoasionelly

drop to 3.5 p..m. ven at this lower oxygen concentration

the fish would often survive though showing signs of dis-

tress. In general however, exoeriments which at their

termination indicated a dissolved oxygen content of less

than 5.0 p.pm. were considered unreliable, since it is

believed that fish weakened by a lack of oxygen are more

susceptible to destruction by toxic materials than they

would be if that essential element were treaent in a suf

ficient amount.



Volume Differences and Their Effects on Fish 55

The bloassays with king salmon were oarrted out in

10 liters of solution while in most of the tests with

silver salmon 11 liters of solution were used. The change

from 10 to 1? liters of solution evolved during the course

of time as an expedient in setting up the exerimente. It

was nted however, that when the threshold at which the

minimum lethal concentration occured had been reached, a

difference in the volume of the solution at the same con-

entration would produce varied effects on the test fish.

For exaiirnie, 50 percent of the king salmon tested in I

liter of solution containing 1 p.p.m. hydrogen sulfide

would survive, but in 10 liters of solution containing I

p.p.m. hydrogen sulfide all of the salmon would die. In

similar tests, king salmon would have a 90 percent sur-

vival in 1 liter solution of 1 p.p.m. methyl meroaptan,

but in a 10 liter solution of methyl mercaptan at 1 p.p.m.

a 100 percent kill would be effected. The data for these

exoeriments are contained in Tables 5 and 6.

From the foregoing it may be assumed. that although the

concentration in both volumes remained the same, the ove

all number of toxic ions in the larger volume were present

in greater numbers to the effect that the organtsms failed

to successfully overcome them. In the smaller volume the

extent of the toxic ions present were sufftoiently few to

enable defensive mechanisms within the fish to satistactor-



56
fly combat their inimical effects. It will be observed

that in the above results highly toxic materials were

involved. No attempts were made to evaluate the volume

differences of solutions containing less toxic ompounäs.
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WCOVEF:Y OF TST Ft3I SU3JCTED TO POTJUTA?TS

The successful recovery of a fish subjected to sundry

pollutants was found to depend largely on the vigor of the

individual fish, the nature of the toxic suetance invol-

ved, the concentration of same and the time during whioh

the test specimen is exceed. Highly toxic compounds would

il1 fish in a matter of minutes or a. few hous, whereas

the slower acting compounds would not produce ar,reoiable

effects until a few dayø had elapsed.

Attempts were made to compare the ability of fish to

recover from exposure to highly poisonous and to slow act-

ing pollutants. As a temporary standrrd, fiah were sub-

jected to the toxic materials to a point where they assur

ed a more or less permanent belly-up position, whence

they were imediately removed and placed into fresh water.

Attention is drawn to the fact that one of the first

symptoms of serious distress in a fish is the lois of equi-

librium. The complete loss of eouilibrium does not gen-

erally occur at once, since it is generally preceded by a

period of excitement charaotorized by an inoreaco of res-

piration and by wild movements with an occasional 1os of

balance thet becomes more and. more pronounced. HavIng

been placed into fresh water the fish would continue to

float $belly_upN, but its reniration would become strong-

er and more regular if it was canable of recovery. This

would be followed by an increase in bodily activity and
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aubseouent recovery of eauilibrium. A rectangular tank

similar to those used as water bathe, served for recovery

purposes. A rubber hose was attached at one end of the

tank through which fresh water was pplie, and at the

other end of the tank the excess water was permitted to

flow throuh a valve. AlthT'ugh obstacles were planted

from orc- end of the tank to the other, recovering ftsh

would. slo'4y swim around eoh obstacle to the euroe of

water nr maintain its position there until fully revived.

The results. of these studIes indIcated thrt a high

prcentage of salmon were csabie of recovering from the

effects of such highly lethal compounds as hydrogen sul-

fid.e and. mthyl mercatan, p.'ovtded they were removed

irnedIately upon reaching a permnent belly-up' position.

Slower actin pollutants such as s'd1um hydroxIde, sodium

carbonate, sodium sulfate and sodium thiosulfate orohably

had accumulative effects on the salmon because very few of

thr fish recovered hev1n once assumed a pe rmment 0belly-

up p'sitin in soluti'ns of these m.ter1aTLs.



Figure 1.1. - Pelative effct8 o' hydrogen uifl.de on
king and 8tiver salmon.
Solid line * king salmon. iotted line

silver salmon.
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Figure 12. Relative effects of methyl nieroattan on
king and øilver salmon.
Solid line * king salmon.
Dotted. line * silver salmon.
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Ftgure 13. Relative efeote ot sodium sulfide on
king and silver salmon.
Solid line king salmon.
Dotted line * silver salmon.
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1gure ]14. Relative effecte of eodium eulfhydrate
on king and silver salmon.
Solid line king salgion.
Dotted line silver salmon.
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Figure 15 Pelative effeote of aodiurn hydroxt5e
on king and 11ver ealmon.
Solid line - king ealmon.
Dotted line = silver ealmon.
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flgure i6 Relative efeote of eodtum o.rbonate on
king and ellver aalrnon.
Solid line : king salmon.
Dotted line * siier salmon.
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P'tguro 17. - }e1ative effecta of odturn sulfate on
king arid silver aalmon.
Solid line a king salmon.
Dotted line silver salmon.
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CoNULJSIoN5

i'or the mot psrt, the chemical compounds known to

occur in Kraft nih w'ste lir'uors have proved to be highly

injurious to king and silver slrnon while a few are tolei'

ated to such an extent as to be of relatively lIttle im

port (Table 17). In general, hydrogen sulfide, iethy1

mercaptan, sodium sulfide an sodium sulthydrate are the

most noxious, followed by sodium hydroxide, sodium car

bonate and sodium thioulfate. Sodium sulfate Ic tolerated

ii very h.gh concentrations by young salmon.

Hydrogen sulfide (FIgure 11) was very toxic to ktn

an? silver salmon, the minimum lethal concentration being

1.0 n.p.m. for the king and 1.25 p.p.m. for the silver.

The critical enoentration for ktnr salmon was nt deter

mined; for silver 8almon it was 0.75 p.pm. The minimum

lethal concentration for the minnows tested by Van Horn t

1.0 P.i).m.

Methyl mercaptan (Figure 12) was also very toxic to

king and silver salmon, the minirnum lethal conoentration

being 1.0 p.p.m. for the king and 1.75 p.p.m. for the

silver salmon. The critical concentration for kinr salmon

was not determined, but for silver salmon it is 0.75 p.p.m..

The minimum lethal concentration for the minnows tested by

Van Horn is 0.5 p.p.m.

Sodium sulfide (igure 13) although lethal in very

small concentrations was slower acting than hydrogen



Table 17. - A resune of the rnjntmwn lethal and critical conoentrations of ChemiCal
substanos known to be preseift in graft mill waste liruors on king and
silver salmon.

KtnZ salmon Silver salmon
Minimum lethal Critical tnimum lethal Critical
concentration concentratin o-noentration oonoentraChemical substance p.p.m. p.p.m. p.p.n. tionp.p.m.

Hydrogen Sulfide 1.0 1.25 0.75Methyl Meroaptan 1.0 1.75 0.75Sodium Sulfide 3.5 1.0 3.0 10Sodium Sulfhydrate 3.3 0.5Sodium Hydroxide 0.0 25.0 20.0 10.0Sodium Carbonate 68.0 25.0 75.0 l45.0
Sodium Thiosulfate 75.0 30.0 15,000.0 30.0Sodium Sulfate 12,500.0 ,500.0 16,500.0 10,000.0
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sulfide and methyl mercaptan. The minimum lethal ooncen

tratton for king salmon is 3.5 p.p.rn. and for silver

salmon 3.0 p.p.m. The critical concentration for both

the king and silver salmon is 1.0 p.p.m. The minimum

lethal concentration which Van Horn found for minnows was

3.0 p.p.m.

Sodium suifhydrate (Figure 1k) proved to be lethal

at lower concentrations (0.5 p.p.m.) for the minnows test..

ed by Van Horn than for the salmon. The minimum lethal

concentration for king salmon is 3.3 p.p.xn. and for silver

salmon 3.5 p.p.m. The critical concentration for king

salmon was not determined; for silver salmon it is 0.5

p.p.m.

Sodium hydroxide (Figure 15) proved to be tolerated

in much smaller concentrations by both salmon than that

tolerated by the minnows of Van Horn. The minimum lethal

concentration for king salmon Is 50.0 p.p.m. and for

silver salmon Is 20.0 p.p.m. The critical concentration

for king salmon Is 25.0 p.p.m. and for silver salmon 10.0

p.p.m. The minimum lethal concentration for the minnows

tested by Van Horn is 100.0 p.p.m.

Sodium carbonate (Figme 16) at a concentration of

250.0 p.p.m. kIlled 100 percent of the fresh water min

news tested by Van Horn. The king and silver salmon were

far more susceptible to this compound than the minnows.

The minimum lethal concentration for king salmon was



6Lo p p.m. and for silver salmon 75.0 p.pm. The it9

cal concentration for king salmon is 25.0 p.p.m. and for

silver salmon 1.5.0 p.p.m.

Sodium thiosulfate killed king salmon at much lower

concentrati"ns than silver salmon. The range between the

critical and inthimum lethal concentration for silver

salmon is very great. The minimum lethal cinoentration

for king salmon is 75.0 p.p.m. and for sliver salmon it is

15,000.0 p.p.m. The critical concentration for both king

and silver salmon is 30.0 p.p.m.

Sodium sulfate ('igure 17) was tolerated in very high

concentrations by both species of salmon. The minimum

lethal concentration for king salmon is 12,500.0 p.p.m.

and for silver salmon, 16,500.0 p.p.m. The minimum lethal

concentration for the freshwater minnows tasted by Van

Horn is 100.0 pep.m.

With the exception of sodium thiosulfate, both king

and silver salmon appear to show generic relationship in

their abilities to resist the pollutants tested.

Differences in the volume of solutions of hydrogen

sulfide and nthy1 mercaptan at given concentrations pro-

ducød varied effeete on king and silver salmon. The

significance and. possible application of this fact to

future pollution studies should be seriously considered.

King salmon taken from dissimilar sources reacted

differently to sodium hydroxide. The minimum lethal con

centration f or salmon taken from ois pothole is 10.0 p.p.m3



while for ealmon taken from another hole it te 50.0 p.p.m.
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